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Homeopathy—A Regulation Therapy Healing Hypo- or
Hyper-functions of Pathological Pathways by Magnetic
Photons according to the Resonance Principle
Lenger Karin
Institute for Scientific Homeopathy, Offenbach D-63065, Germany
Abstract: Since Lenger’s detection of magnetic photons in homeopathic remedies by magnetic resonance the mystery of
homeopathy comes to a solution. Homeopathy is a regulation therapy curing hypo- and hyper-functions of pathological pathways. It
reacts according to the principle of resonance. The fundamental principles of homeopathy as proving, symptom picture, curing
according to the Law of Similars and the production of homeopathic remedies over the Avogadro number by repeated dilution and
succussion are explained to have the same frequencies so that the resonance principle can work. Pathological pathways are cured by
using their highly potentized substrates, inhibitors and enzymes, given daily or each second day. This is in contradiction to the
normal applied homeopathy. The efficacy of homeopathy now has a scientific base and is completely explained by applying
biochemical and biophysical laws.
Key words: Magnetic photons, resonance principle, magnetic frequencies, homeopathic remedies, homeopathic healing.

1. Introduction
1.1 Homeopathy
In what way does a homeopathic remedy heal? It is
known world-wide, that homeopathic therapy cures a
lot of people, although there is no material substance
left in a highly diluted and succussed homeopathic
remedy. The Avogadro-number is transferred when
the remedies are manufactured. Potentization,
succussion of the vessels after the dilution steps (1:10,
D-potencies, 1:100 C-potencies, and Korsakovian
potencies: a drop is resting in the vessel being refilled
with ethanol to the original volume) is seen with
suspicion and with a slight smile. Therefore
homeopathy is accused to be of being a humbug, a
placebo. Many publications describe very critical [1, 2]
and many publications describe successful
homeopathy [3, 4]. For years many theories have
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existed but no real scientific proof. Additional, the
difficulty is that Hahnemann’s law of Similars (1796)
and the fundamental principles of homeopathy are not
really understood [5, 6]: (a) the Law of Similars: the
patient suffers from his symptoms as if he was
poisoned by a certain substance or toxin. The
potentized toxin heals the patient’s symptoms (like
cures like); (b) The symptom picture is obtained by a
proving: volunteers poison themselves by a
substance/toxin. The symptoms of body and mind are
collected to a symptom picture written down in the
Materia Medica [7-9], firstly mind symptoms then the
symptoms from head to feet follow. It is not usual to
consider the biochemical mechanism of the
contamination in toxicological books. The
homeopathic doctors are only looking for the patient’s
specific symptoms of body and mind. Firstly they try
to find the important psychological symptom which
causes the illness of the body; but do not ask for
laboratory-values and medical investigations. They
search for the only possible remedy curing both
psychological symptoms and those of the body
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simultaneously. Then the remedy is given one time
and it is expected that the patient will be cured.
If the patient emotionally assures that he feels well
again, the homeopath is convinced that the patient is
cured. Is the patient really healthy? There is no
confirmation of the healing neither by laboratory
values nor by medical investigations. That is not
scientific.
In clinical cases mostly double blind trials are
performed basing on the patients’ symptoms. One part
of the group gets the verum (remedy) and the other
part the placebo [3, 4]. But it is not possible to find
people who need the same remedies at the same time,
even if they have similar symptoms. Otherwise it is
also difficult to determine a reference group of healthy
people, because it is forbidden to clone a human being.
The same diagnosis would help to get a bigger group
of patients and the uptake of laboratory values could
control the healing.
Many theories about how homeopathy functions
had been developed. It was discussed the memory of
water deriving from its structure [10], solitons in
water [11-13]. But homeopathic remedies are
produced in ethanol [14, 15], a mixture of water and
ethanol, which means that in this point of view: the
structure of water is senseless. Other authors as
Bellavite et al. [16] discussed the biochemical
structure and pharmacological reactions as the cause
of the efficacy of homeopathy; however the “inverse
reaction” is not understood: that a toxin is able to
poison a biochemical pathway and to cure as a highly
potentized remedy the pathological pathway. Also
nanoparticles [17] were the subjects in many
conversations about the efficacy of homeopathy. In
general, it is a mixture between toxicological and
biochemical effects which do neither explain the
potency levels nor the homeopathic proving and the
curing effect of homeopathy.
1.2 Biophysics of Living Organisms
Gurwitch [18] observed that growing onions emit

photons stimulating the growth of other onions
separated by a quarzglass. A new way of thinking
began based on Einstein’s formula: E = mc2 and Max
Planck’s formula that the Energy of a photon is: E =
hѵ from which the quantum mechanics is derived: All
material and living systems consist of an
electromagnetic wave package, a lightpackage. Many
scientists began to measure electromagnetic waves in
a living organism such as: the Nobel Laureate Herbert
Fröhlich [19], C. W. Smith [20], Pokorny and Cifra
[21, 22] and many others [23]. Based on Gurwitch
experiments F.-A. Popp [24] discovered that living
organisms emit photons, biophotons, and take up
photons from the sun and the universe. At that
moment of uptake the light is at the border of laser.
The emitted photon patterns of different sorts of living
organisms had been measured by Popp’s
photomultipliers. His colleagues Roeland and Eduard
van Wijk, Bajpai and Cifra measured different photon
patterns from individuals before meditation and after
meditation and even from ill persons [25-27]. Popp
developed a quantum physical model [28] of Health
and Disease: living organisms emit and take up
photons all the time. A healthy living organism always
has 50% stimulated states. An ill organism has more
than 50% stimulated states from the uptake of too
many photons or too many photons emitted below the
limit of 50% e.g. in the case of cancer [28].
Popp could not solve the mystery of how to cure
too many photons or how to replace the lacking
photons in a biological system. Once he proposed that
homeopathy must be an energy and must work
according to the resonance principle. However he
could not prove that.
It was Theodor Förster [29] who said in 1946 that
each chemical reaction works on higher energetic
levels by the uptake of photons. Voiekov [30], the
grandson of Gurwitch, measured photons during
chemical reactions which are in agreement with
Förster’s research and Popp’s ideas. The enzymes in
living organisms also need photons as energy for
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enzymic reactions working on higher energy levels of
the atoms.

2. Methods
2.1 Measurements of Highly Potentized Homeopathic
Remedies
It was by luck that Karin Lenger listened to a
speech by Konstantin Meyl [31] about two
Tesla-flatcoil-systems and their abilities to form
longitudinal waves at 2.06 MHz and 6.9 MHz
between their antennas (antenna near-field-region).
Suddenly she had the idea that an experiment with
homeopathic remedies using these Tesla-coils must be
successful based on Popp’s ideas that homeopathy
must be an energy [28] in the long wave region. The
trials were started together with Josef Ambrusch,
Werner Schwille, and Manfred Spielmann.
2.2 Tesla-flatcoils
Method [32]: All measurements had been
performed in a big Faraday cage 10 × 12 m2, 86%
damping, in the factory of Schwille Elektronik,
Benzstr. 1A, D-85551 Kirchheim/ München, and Josef
Ambrusch Josef Ambrusch, Ludwig-Ganghofer-Str.
16, D-85551 Kirchheim/ München, Germany.
The Tesla-flatcoil-system is protected by patent;
patent holder is Werner Schwille producing them
according to Tesla’s patent No: 645,576/1900
Complete patents (Tesla book Company 1983). The
Tesla-flatcoil-system consists of a sender and a
receiver double-flatcoil; in the middle of the coils
there are 30 cm high antennas. Between them, a
nearfield antennas—region, longitudinal waves,
photon waves, are formed at a distinct frequency. The
primary coil with 1 ½ windings, 1 cm below the
secondary coil, gets the electromagnetic field of 6.9
MHz/7µV from a Signal Generator (SML, Rohde &
Schwarz). Orthogonal to the Tesla-coil-system a
magnetic Loop-Antenna, Ø 1 m, (HFH2-Z2, Rohde &
Schwarz) measures the magnetic field over it. Only
the Loop-Antenna was connected to the spectrum
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analyzer (FSP 40, 9 kHz - 40 GHz, Rohde &
Schwarz). Special cables were used so that their
electromagnetic fields could not be measured.
For the measurements of the E- and H-fields on the
secondary Tesla-coils

a

probe

set

for

E-and

H-near-field measurements HZ-14 (9 kHz to 1 GHz,
Rohde & Schwarz) were used to measure the
distribution of the H-and the E-field on the secondary
Tesla-coil from the border to the coil’s centre.
Only two Tesla-flatcoil-systems were available, one
bigger coil producing longitudinal waves of about
2.06 MHz and a smaller one producing longitudinal
waves of about 6.9 MHz. When only the diode at the
receiver coils gave light longitudinal waves were
formed. When both diodes at sender and receiver coil
emitted light, Hertz waves were there. A quartz vessel
containing 4, 8, or 16 saccharose globules of a
homeopathic remedy or as reference (pills size 3) had
been laid at 2-3 cm from the border of the secondary
coil (sender-coil). The magnetic loop antenna
connected to the spectrum analyzer measured the
magnetic field over the Tesla-coils before and after the
magnetic resonance effect caused by homeopathic
remedies.
2.3 DL (Delayed Luminescence), Using a Modified
Photomultiplier
The measurements had been performed in the
International Institute of Biophysics, Director:
Fritz-Albert

Popp,

ehemalige

Raketenstation,

Kapellener Strasse, D-41472 Neuss, Germany.
Method [33, 34]: The measuring cell of the
photomultiplier is a Faraday cage: the photondetector
is at the top of the cell. At its bottom, the optic cell of
quartz contained 16 globules of a highly potentized
remedy or 16 saccharose globules as reference; or 40
µL of the ethanolic dilution of a homeopathic remedy
or 18% ethanol as reference in 1 mL ethanol. The
usual stimulation with visible light (250-800 nm) was
altered by 20 windings with a copper wire around the
Faraday cage which was connected with an oscillator,
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giving a big constant electromagnetic field of
2.06MHz/50V. It was assured that some of that field
penetrated the cell and was able to separate the
photons from the homeopathic remedies.
After stimulation with the electromagnetic field DL
took place. The equation developed by Bajpai/Popp is
derived from the Hamiltonian equation [35, 36].

n(t ) =
B0 +

B1
B2
+
(t + t0 ) (t + t0 ) 2

The number of photons, the parameters of that
equation, had been calculated with an iterative
algorithm in MatLab 7 using the number of counts per
bin(5 min) from the measurements: B0-value shows
the number of photons at the stimulation point,
B1-value describes the number of photons emitted
from living organisms, Biophotons, and the B2-value
means the number of photons separated from the
homeopathic remedies between CMK and MMK
potencies.

3. Results
A. Tesla-coil [32]: it was surprising that the
magnetic field (H-field) at the edge of the secondary
coil was exactly separated from the E-field in the
middle of the coil. It is a surprising result that an
isolated magnetic field is produced on the secondary
Tesla-coil by Faraday induction .It is also a surprising
fact that the measurement of homeopathic remedies is
only possible when they have been laid into the
magnetic field of the sender-Tesla-coil; then
longitudinal waves of magnetic photons are in the
near-field antenna region. The magnetic loop antenna
measured
the
magnetic
field
round
the
Tesla-coil-system. Magnetic resonance effects are
only possible under the condition that the frequency of
the homeopathic remedy and that of the Tesla-coil
system are the same. Magnetic photons of the
homeopathic remedies could be separated from their
carrier substance, ethanol or saccharose. Finally, it
was possible to measure the potency levels of

homeopathic remedies from 200 D/C/K remedies to
MMK. Each potency level is characterized by a
specific magnetic resonance field separating the
photons. Increasing fields (increase of µV) separate
magnetic photons from increasing potencies. After
that saccharose globules had been shown free of
photons by the uptake of their spectrum. This was the
same as that of the reference globules. For the first
time, frequency spectra of Argentum metallicum CMf
and of Cantharis CMf (Fincke-method) had been
measured of about 6.9 MHz by a trick: For the uptake
of a frequency spectrum a stimulation is necessary. It
was detected that the photons of homeopathic
remedies have several resonance frequencies from the
visible region to the MHz region. Argentum
metallicum CMf and Cantharis CMf also had a
resonance frequency of about 2.06 MHz (later on also
in the kHz-region unpublished) and of course in the
visible region. Therefore, the remedy was laid into the
magnetic field of the Tesla-flatcoil having 2.06
MHz/4µV for the use of stimulation. The spectrum
analyzer showed firstly an empty window field in the
MHz-region of about 6.9 MHz. Slowly regulation of
the magnetic field by increasing µV, the frequency
spectrum of Argentum met CMf was seen, in a second
separated trial that of Cantharis CMf. Of course the
spectrum of the reference globules showed a spectrum
of the background. Using homeopathic remedies
having no resonance frequency at 6.9 MHz or 2.06
MHz only background values had been obtained. It is
concluded that a homeopathic pharmacy means a
pharmacy of frequencies.
B. DL [33, 34]: This second method confirms again
that photons of homeopathic remedies could be
separated from the carrier substance, saccharose or
ethanol by their resonant frequency field. It is
assumed that this field is the magnetic field because
the trials with the Tesla-coils showed that the electric
field did not react. The B2-value of Bajpai’s equation
shows the remedies’ photons to be holistic. A further
assumption is that these photons are the magnetic ones,
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while those of the B1-value, called biophotons by
Popp, are the electric ones. During measuring the
B2-values of the homeopathic remedies the B1-values
were nearly those of the background and vice versa.
Using DL the potency levels could be measured from
CMK to MMK. But there is a difference to the
measurements with the Tesla-coil-system: The high
resonating frequency field is kept constant and another
surprising result was obtained. The number of photons
(B2-value) characterizes the potency level: about
1,500 photons are specific for a CM-potency, 8,000
photons for an MMK-potency. By error Cantharis
CMK was measured at a frequency of 2.006 MHz, no
photons were detected; but only the background was
measurable.
When the frequency is reduced to 1.823 MHz it is
possible to measure photons from Arnica CMK, so the
new found resonance frequency of Arnica CMK is
1.823 MHz. Later on a new Tesla-coil-system with
1.823 MHz resonance frequency was available and
Arnica CMK could also be measured by this system
(unpublished). Also unknown homeopathic remedies,
sent instead of the ordered ones, could be identified by
DL. Several potencies of Argentum metallicum
between CMK and MMK, had been sent. This is a
calibration curve to identify the potency levels of
Argentum metallicum. The factory confirmed these
measurements. It could be proved that all photons of
an ethanolic homeopathic dilution are transferred to
saccharose globules during manufacturing. The
stability of ethanolic homeopathic dilutions is weak.
During one month 2/3 of photons are lost.
Homeopathic saccharose globules are more stable
over one year. Then the photons go away slowly. A
potency level between MK and XMK is obtained after
a storage of three years when starting with a CMK
potency. The bigger magnetic field of the saccharose
molecule keeps its potency level more than one year
whereas the weaker magnetic field of the smaller
molecule ethanol is not able to keep the photons for
more than 2-3 weeks.
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4. Discussion
4.1 Magnetic Photons
After Lenger’s detection of magnetic photons in
highly potentized remedies since 2006 [32-34], there
is another way open to a scientific base of
homeopathy in biophysics and biochemistry. For
many years physicists have said that magnetic photons
do not exist. The Nobel laureate Abdus Salam,
predicted the existence of magnetic photons in 1966
[37]. In 2016 magnetic photons, monopoles + and –,
had been detected at the CERN Institute in Geneva
[38, 39]. Finally, this is a confirmation of Lenger’s
findings [32-34].
Ruzic and Jerman described in 2009 [40] how the
magnetic south monopole influenced the growing of
Castanea Sativa mill. Concerning this point,
homeopathic remedies might also be magnetic
monopoles. It can be assumed that highly potentized
remedies become magnetic monopoles, perhaps south
poles, with their resonance frequencies and heal
pathological pathways. Also, other authors describe
the influence of 7 MHz/10 µT participating in oxygen
and H2O2 biochemical pathways [41]. Lisa et al. [42,
43] influenced the growth and development of
hypophysis with the magnetic field of Ca++-ions
7Hz/100µT. Avians have a magnetic field guiding
them to the warm regions in winter dependent on the
magnetic field lines of the Earth [44].
Concerning acupuncture, Hsieh [45] described
resting state fMRI studies. The sustained effect was
observed after stimulation by the laser acupuncture of
acupoint-K1. This effect was found in the brain region,
in anterior insula.
In short, magnetic fields have an important function
in living systems. Research of magnetic fields will
explain their function in living organisms. It is a task
to enlighten homeopathy and acupuncture.
Homeopathy with its magnetic photons has a big
function in curing pathological pathways. From the
proof of the magnetic photons by magnetic resonance
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methods it can be concluded that homeopathy works
also by magnetic resonance in an ill body. Popp’s
model of illness says that in this state too many
photons have been uptaken e.g. under stress situations
or too many photons have been emitted and ground
states of the atoms are achieved in the case of cancer
[28]. The healthy normal energy pattern containing 50%
excited states has to be achieved again. The magnetic
photons in homeopathic remedies are able to solve
this problem. They can attenuate too many photons
and they are able to fill up the lack of photons by
resonance. Then the pathological pathway will be
cured to become the normal function of the
biochemical pathways. The ill making photons are
supposed to be emitted as biophotons. Therefore,
homeopathy is a regulation therapy curing hypo- or
hyper-function of a pathological pathway.
4.2 A Biophysical Explanation of the Fundamental
Principles of Homeopathy
Between the fundamental principles of homeopathy
it must be a common base: proving, symptom picture,
homeopathic remedy and curing according to the Law
of Similars [5, 6]. Lenger has converted the Law of
Similars into the following sentence: the frequencies
of the patient must match the frequencies of the
remedies. Then magnetic resonance takes place. The
fundamental principles of homeopathy [46] have their
base in common frequencies which can make
resonance. In the homeopathic proving the volunteer
develops the frequencies I-V and pathological
symptoms by poisoning with a substance/toxin. The
Table 1

homeopathic remedy is produced by continuous
dilution and succussion creating the frequencies e.g.
I-V. The ill patient has symptoms as if a certain toxin
has poisoned him; he creates the frequencies I-V and
of course the appropriate pathological pathway. Now
resonance is possible: the homeopathic remedy can
heal the volunteer of the proving and the patient by
resonance shown in Table 1. An example: A honey
bee stings a volunteer and hot, red oedema are
developed; a patient has a swollen hot, red oedema
caused by gout. So the homeopathic remedy Apis
mellifica (potentized from ethanolic extract of the
honey bee) heals the volunteer as well as the patient
by resonance because of their common frequencies.
4.3 Production of Homeopathic Remedies
The mode of potentization is a mystery for centuries.
Lenger [33, 34] detected that the number of photons
determines the potency level. In low potencies there
are a low number of photons, which means that the
number of succussions is low; in high potencies the
number of photons is very high meaning that the
number of succussions is high. In which way are so
many photons produced by succussion and dilution?
The following proposal may solve that problem.
Really there exists a simple physical law: the Piezo
effect which is described to be more effective by
Alberto Carpinteri [47]. Vibration pressure and
succussions are the same: a material substance is
misformed in its structure, dipoles are formed, then an
electric voltage, and finally an electromagnetic field.
Of course this electromagnetic field includes a magnetic

Efficacy of homeopathy consequences from the experimental data, model.

Fundamental principles of homeopathy
Proving: poisoning by a substance with frequency I .The volunteer
develops the following frequencies
The ill person having symptoms as if substance I with frequency I
has poisoned him has the following frequencies
Homöopathic Potency of the substance with frequency I has the
following frequencies
Healing according to the resonance principle.
The homeopathic remedy is able to cure the ill volunteer as well as
the ill person.
Both have the same frequencies.

Common frequencies
I, II, III, IV, V
I, II, III, IV, V
I, II, III, IV, V
The Law of Similars according to Hahnemann
Lenger: the ill person has the same frequencies as the remedies
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field. In this situation photons are emitted from the
original substance. A nuclear fission could happen
without any dangerous radiation as Carpinteri says
[47]. This may explain the formation of magnetic
photons during the production of homeopathic
remedies by repeated succussions of a diluted
substance. From another point of view Marcin Molski
[48, 49] writes: “On the basis of the first- and
second-order Gompertzian kinetics it has been proved
that the crystallization and its reciprocal process of
dissolution belong to the class of quasiquantum
non-local coherent phenomena. Hence, there exists a
direct link to homeopathy: molecules of the remedy
prepared in the process of dilution of the active
substance are non-locally interconnected at-a-distance.
The results obtained provide strong arguments
justifying formulated ad hoc macroscopic versions of
quantum non-locality, entanglement and coherence
employed in interpretation of the homeopathic
remedies activity and effectiveness. In particular they
are consistent with the predictions of the weak
quantumtheory developed by Atmanspacher and
coworkers.” Gerald Pollack [50] investigated water
and observed that water can bind photons of the sun’s
environment. Of course the ethanol/water mixtures of
homeopathic dilutions are concluded that the photons
produced by dilution and succussion can bind
magnetically to the water/ethanolic molecules, even to
saccharose and other molecules with a higher
molecular weight. In consequence the stability of the
homeopathic saccharose globules is probably caused
by the bigger magnetic field of saccharose. Pollack
says that the water molecule is the carrier of the
photons which are brought into the whole world by
this method. The photons are slowly emitted from the
water molecule. The same happens with dilutions of
the homeopathic remedies. The stability of them is
very low, after one month only a third of the photons
are resting in the ethanolic dilutions. In saccharose
homeopathic remedies the potency levels are more
stable over 1 ½ year [34].
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Body and mind is one based on Einstein’s equation;
a living organism is an electromagnetic wave package.
Therefore in homeopathy it is not necessary to look
for a psychological symptom before a symptom of a
body. If there are leading psychological symptoms or
a symptom of the body they can be equally used to
find the similar remedies. For example: the main
symptom of Silicea [7-9] is: to feel better in warm
temperature; the psychological symptom is: to feel
better with love, the corresponding mind symptom of
warmth. The symptoms of the body have to be
transferred into psychological symptoms. The remedy
cures both simultaneously.
4.4 A Biochemical Explanation of the Fundamental
Principles of Homeopathy
Symptom picture: a substance/toxin poisons a
healthy volunteer. He develops symptoms in both
body and mind. Simultaneously a distinct biochemical
pathway is poisoned which biochemical efficacy is
described in the books of toxicology. The developed
symptoms in body and mind are described as a
symptom picture in the Materia Medica [7-9] which is
only important for the homeopath. But the
biochemical efficacy and the symptom picture belong
together to judge the state of a patient based on his
laboratory values. Depending on the genetic heredity
of the volunteers an ill state is created: either a
hyperfunction or a hypofunction of the poisoned
biochemical pathway; the enzymes are inhibited or
stimulated too much. Nearby also psychological
symptoms are developed: the volunteer is crying in
panic or he is in a total depression. The polarity of the
symptoms mentioned in the Materia Medica [7-9] in a
specific symptom picture indicates that behaviour.
During that poisoning the frequencies I-V are created.
The volunteer is now ill and a distinct biochemical
pathway is poisoned described in the books of
toxicology. The highly potentized substance/toxin
having the frequencies I-V can only cure that distinct
pathological pathway of a patient who has the
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frequencies I-V and the corresponding psychological
symptoms. That means holistic healing. The
homeopaths are content when the patient says that his
symptoms have vanished. It is only his feeling without
any proof. During a chronic disease several
biochemical pathways are involved one after another.
The first one does not synthesize its product which is
substrate for the next enzyme which cannot work
enough because there is a lack of substance and so on.
Karin Lenger developed sequences of the pathological
pathways [51-54] whose substrates, inhibitors and
enzymes could be applied as highly potentized
homeopathic remedies as in Hashimoto thyroiditis, in
the case of asthma to cure the respiration chain, or in
the case of paralyses and rheumatic diseases [51-54].
It is a facility for the finding of curing homeopathic
remedies. The conclusion is that the knowledge of
biochemical pathways can be applied in homeopathic
curing. It could be shown [51-54] that the laboratory
values became normal.
Examples: Paralysis with pain is caused by
disturbing the functions at the pre- and post-synapses
of the nerves. After a bite from a cobra, the cobrotoxin
as an irreversible inhibitor inhibits the binding of the
substrate acetylcholine to the acetylcholine-receptor.
The action potential cannot be transferred, paralysis of
the muscles follow and then death. Atropine is a
reversible inhibitor of acetylcholine-receptor, the
paralysis is reversible. Atropine is used to enlarge the
pupils of the eyes (ophthalmic surgeon). Patients with
paralysis concerning the acetylcholine-receptor, the
highly potentized remedies in 50M, venom of cobra,
called Naja tripudians, Atropine or Belladonna
(containing atropine) and Acetylcholine cure the
nervsynapsis by application twice daily or more. The
action potential can be now transferred. If this therapy
is not sufficient an additional homeopathic remedy
can be applied. The venom of black mamba,
potentized it is called Dendroaspis polylepis, causes
the deadly paralysis in the following way: the venom
contains an irreversible inhibitor of acetylcholine

esterase at the back of the acetylcholine receptor,
postsynapsis. With this enzyme acetylcholine is split
into the acetylresidue and choline, a precious nitrogen
base. After splitting both are transported to the
presynapsis where acetylcholine is synthezised by
using Ca++-ions as catalysators. The potentized
Dendroaspis
polylepis
regenerates
acetylcholine-esterase. For better support of the nerve,
highly potentized Kalium carbonicum and Natrium
muriaticum
can
be
applied
to
helping
+
natrium/potassium ATPase to pump K -ions out of the
nervecell and then Na+-ions flow into the cell. At the
next presynapsis Ca++-ions are needed again for the
synthesis of acetylcholine. In this way paralyses and
rheumatic pain can be cured homeopathically [51, 53].
In the previous century Schüssler started
biochemical thinking in homeopathy: “The Salts of
Schüssler” [55] work according to their biochemical
function in the body. Harisch and Dittmann [56-58]
showed reproducible effects of low and highly
potentized homeopathic remedies on the activity of
different rat liver enzymes. They concluded that
homeopathic remedies control enzyme activities.
Teixeira [59] began this new way of homeopathic
treatment. He used successfully potentized estrogen in
endometriosis-associated pelvic pain.
In this way highly potentized substrates, inhibitors
and enzymes of the pathological pathway can be used
for healing. A further conclusion is that homeopathic
therapy can be applied according to the indication,
because only one biochemical pathway is poisoned in
a volunteer or attacked in a patient at first developing
a symptom of the body, an indication for a remedy.
Homeopathic remedies can be used according to
biochemical laws and according to an indication or an
ill laboratory value. The old struggle between
Hahnemann and Lutze or between the homeopaths
today, to cure according to an indication or holistically
is not realistic. It does not exist. The homeopaths
refuse biochemical thinking and its application to
homeopathic remedies.They say this is not correct
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homeopathy. Therefore, they should not be allowed to
Table 2

Each step means a state of illness and the suitable remedy.

Steps one after the other
1
2
3
4

Homeopathic remedy
Aconite nap.
Hepar sulphuris
Silicea
Mercurius solubilis

5

Lachesis mutus

Symptoms of Materia Medica [7-9]
Freezing by cold wind, dry fever, tonsillitis left side
Freezing, no fever, tonsillitis left and right side
Freezing, no fever, tonsillitis, hard lymph nods
Adhesive sweat, tonsillitis with supporating lymph nodes
Hot sweat, fever, tonsillitis with supporating lymph nodes, difficulties in
swallowing with pain in the ear.

use the following homeopathic remedies any more
involved as substances in important biochemical
pathways: Sulphur, Phosphorus, Graphites, Aceticum
acidum all the minerals as e.g. Silicea, Calcium
carbonicum, Natrium muriaticum, Kalium carbonicum,
and the trace elements as Ferrum metallicum, Cuprum
metallicum, Zincum metallicum…
4.5 Chronic Diseases as an Energy Staircase
But mostly in a chronic disease several biochemical
pathways are attacked in the patient, one after another,
because they are dependent on each other.
Imaging an energy staircase downwards: each step
means a state of an illness and the corresponding
remedy shown in Table 2. This energy stair case
shows the chronic states of illness starting from the
Psoric state with its suitable remedies as Phosphorus,
Sulphur to the Sycotic state with its remedies as e.g.
Thuja, Nitricum acidum and to the Syphilitic state
with its remedies e.g. as Mercurius, Lachesis mutus
according to the theory of chronic diseases of
Hahnemann [60] and Ortega [61]. Homeopathic

Since Hahnemann (1755-1843) homeopaths believe
that only one remedy heals the body and mind of the
patient simultaneously. To give homeopathic remedies
according to an indication is forbidden; this is an old
struggle among homeopaths. All of this is no longer
true. Homeopathic remedies can be applied one after
another. Highly potentized substrates, inhibitors and
enzymes of the pathological pathway can be given for
curing the patient daily or every second day.
Homeopathic healing happens without side effects. In
many cases of illness the medical doctors do not give
any cures, but homeopathy with its many abilities to
heal pathological pathways by the resonance effect
may be the preferred therapy. Since Lenger’s
detection of magnetic photons in homeopathic
remedies the efficacy of homeopathy is completely
explained and has a scientific base. It reacts in a
biophysical and biochemical way according to the
principles of Biophysics and Biochemistry.
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